
Review CMS ZDC Remote Handling  System (RHS): 
points to be addressed 
 
 
The CMS ZDC proposal shall cover all activities linked to the installation of the system and its 
operation. The following operations need to be addressed including a pre-design of the tools needed 
to perform them:  
  

- installation of the RHS on the TAN (it is highly preferable to drill holes in the TAN before first 
beam) 

- installation of the alignment supports for ZDC/Cu bars shielding boxes at the TAN base 
- installation of the cameras and communication system 
- transport of the empty ZDCs shielding boxes and their positioning near the TAN 
- removal of the ZDCs remotely 
- removal of the full shielding box and its storage in a safe place (place to be identified by D. 

Macina) 
- transport of the shielding box with Cu bars nearby the TAN 
- insertion the Cu bars into the TAN 
- removal the empty Cu bars shielding box 
- removal the remote system (if incompatible with electronics and Bran handling operations) 
- removal the cameras and communication system 
- leave a clear passage 

  
  
Main items to be designed/presented and procured are: 
  

- RHS fully integrated in the tunnel (environment, TAN, BRAN etc). Existing realistic 2D section 
drawings have been/can be provided by TS/MME. Calculations of the foreseen doses in the 
detectors, TAN and nearby material have been done by N. Mokhov and are available.  

- Pre-design of: mechanics (dimensioned), controllers, motors, command box, remote 
communication system (rad hard or to be removed every time) 

- shielding boxes for ZDC and Cu bars 
- alignment supports for the shielding boxes 
- Cu bars, if CMS ZDC wants to use special Cu bars (please remember, 10 bars have been 

stolen, but to fill the ZDC place we need 16) 
- cameras/communication system 
- remote command/control box 
- Transpallet or other transport mean for shielding boxes 

  
Items to be addressed in the near future if proposal accepted:  
 -  procurement of all pieces 
 -  safety calculation notes (both for the mechanics and the radiation) to get the CERN approval  
 -  installation and operation team 

 
 


